“Quality is the Product of a Good Attitude”
The name Spyderco is synonymous with quality. Every
knife or sharpener we make is designed and manufactured
with a single goal in mind, reliable high-performance.
When you hold a Spyderco in your hand you know you are
holding quality. It is backed by more than 20 years of research
and development to find the best possible steels and handle
materials. It has been ergonomically designed to open easily
and comfortably fit in your hand while cutting.
Our 2002 catalog is broken into specific usage sections.
While a Spyderco knife will cut anything, some models are
designed for specific cutting tasks. For that reason we have
categorized our knives into the following sections:
Sharpeners- The sharpening section includes our Tri-Angle
Sharpmaker and full-line of individual sharpening stones.
Everyday Carry/Novelty- Some are large, some small, regardless,
the knives in this group are designed to be multi-functional for
the cutting tasks you encounter daily.
Outdoor/Hunting/Fishing- Knives in this category have

TM

proven themselves to be favorites with the outdoor enthusists.
Serving/Saving Professional- This category lists the models of
choice among those who serve, save and protect, including law
enforcement, EMT, firemen and military personnel.
Martial Blade Craft- Knives in this section are designed for
the practice of Martial Blade Craft, including self-protection,
physical conditioning and control and coordination of the body.
Kitchen- The full line of Spyderco’s Pro-Culinaire kitchen cutlery
is shown here.
Promotional- A section of display and promotional items to
help you better serve your customer.
Welcome to the world of Spyderco. The information
provided here is intended to introduce you to Spyderco knives
and the company. If you do not find the information you
seek… call us. We are here to assist you, our valued customer.

When you need to get it sharp, the 204 is all you need. Spyderco's
Tri-Angle Sharpmaker includes two sets of high alumina ceramic
stones. There is a pair of medium grit (brown) for aggressive
sharpening and a pair of fine (white) for professional grade
finishing. Also included are a set of brass safety rods to protect the
user's hand during sharpening. For sharpening plain edges, the flat
sides of the stones are ideal. For serrated edges use the
corners. The stones fit into keyed holes and slots molded into
the polymer base and have a 40º and 30º sharpening angle for
knives and 12.5º scissor setting. Each stone has a groove running its
length for sharpening pointed objects like darts, awls and fishhooks.
Everything packs neatly into the base and the lid snaps shut making the 204
self-contained and small enough to take with you. No oil,
water or lubricants are required during use for dry,
mess-free sharpening. Includes instruction book and video
(available in VHS, PAL and SECAM).

The Spyderco Crew

New for
2002 we have
added, as a separately
sold accessory, a set of
diamond coated triangles.
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Available in three grits: fine, medium and
ultra-fine. Because 302 benchstones are flat
and broad they’re highly effective for honing
wide tools like plane irons, chisels and large
blades. As with all Spyderco’s ceramic sharpeners,
the bench stones are used dry without oil or water.
Each stone is sold separately and comes
packaged in a rigid polymer storage case
complete with non-skid rubber feet
for tabletop use.

Model #

Stone Size

302M
2” x 8” x 1/2”
302F
2” x 8” x 1/2”
302UF
2” x 8” x 1/2”
303M
1” x 5” x 1/8”
303F
1” x 5” x 1/8”
303MF
1” x 5” x 1/4”
305M 1 15/16” x 3 1/4” x 1/4”

Medium Fine Ultra-Fine
Grit
Grit
Grit

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Whether you’re a jeweler, gunsmith or dental assistant these
small stones fit the bill for detailed sharpening. Available in
four distinct shapes (fine grit only): Round, square, triangular
and slip. Stones are sold individually packaged in a plastic
tube, or as a set of four in a snap-front suede pouch.

Model # Stone Size Medium Fine Type of Case
Grit Grit
5” x 1/4”
Leather
400F
•

Round

Square

Slip

Triangular

Available in both fine and medium grits, ProFile stones sharpen knives, darts, and router bits.
They also work wonders when de-burring machined items. The elliptical shape translates into
four distinct sharpening surfaces, a flat surface and large radius for plain edges, a small radius
for serrated edges and a groove for pointed tips. Includes instructions and suede leather pouch.
The two grits are sold individually or can be purchased as a pair.

Type of Case
ABS Box
ABS Box
ABS Box
Leather
Leather
Leather
Leather

Large Radius
Flat Surface

Portable and versatile, Spyderco manufactures a variety of small pocket
stones for field use and for honing small items. Each stone is sold
separately, packaged in a leather carrying case and is sterilization/autoclave
safe (great for dental tool sharpening).

The 303MF DoubleStuff is made up
of both grit stones, sandwiched
together with a bonding agent
combining the best of
both worlds.

The 303 Pocket Stone is palm-sized and
sold individually in a medium or fine grit.

Small Radius
Groove

A half-sized version of the 701 Profile stones, available in
both fine and medium grits. These 4 inch stones are your
best friend for use outdoors, in the field, or the range.
Tucked away in a jacket pocket, tackle box or backpack they
feature an elliptical shape with four defined sharpening
surfaces. No more excuses for dull fishhooks, knives, axes and
other outdoor gear. The 702 outdoor pocket stones are sold
separately or as a set packaged in a split leather case.

The 305 Pocket Stone is available
in medium grit only. The 305
stubby stone is Spyderco’s
smallest ceramic sharpener. You
can take it anywhere.

Model #
701MF
701M
701F
702MF
702M
702F

Stone Size Med. Grit Fine Grit Type of Case
3/4” x 8” x 1/4”
Leather
3/4” x 8” x 1/4”
Leather
3/4” x 8” x 1/4”
Leather
3/4” x 4” x 1/4”
Leather
3/4” x 4” x 1/4”
Leather
3/4” x 4” x 1/4”
Leather

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Native C41
Blade Steel .......VG-10/CPM440V Length Blade ..............3 1/8” 80mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ......3 15/16” 100mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 66mm
Edge Type............PlainEdge, 35/65 Length Overall ................7” 179mm
Weight .........................2.4oz 69g

This is a great little knife with a lot of cutting power. It’s
ergonomically designed with a comfortable choil for your
forefinger and a spine rest for the thumb. Makes an ideal
everyday carry for ladies or gents.
-Flat ground blade in AUS-8 steel.
-Available in PlainEdge or SpyderEdge.
-Handle is black FRN with volcano grip texture.
-Integral clip provides tip up carry.
Dragonfly C28BK
Blade Steel ........................AUS-8 Length Blade ............2 5/16” 58mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.4mm Length Closed ............3 1/4” 82mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.....1 7/8” 48mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall........5 7/16” 138mm
Weight .........................1.2oz 33g

This slightly heftier Dragonfly is all stainless steel. Every
bit as ergonomic as the lightweight it too is a great everyday
carry. Easily engraved or embellished it becomes a
favorite gift for the person who thinks
they have everything.
-Blade is flat ground ATS-55.
-Available in both PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
-Metal clip is positioned for tip up carry.

This little oval shaped knife is a favorite with everyone because
it's so handy. Small and cute with a reverse "S" blade it is great
for delicate cuttings jobs and craft projects. It is small enough
to clip to a shirt collar, use as a tie tack, or a money clip.
-Hollow ground blade is ATS-55 steel.
-Linerlock locking system.
-Available in both PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
-Black FRN volcano grip patterned handle.
-Metal pocket clip for tip down carry.

Spyderco upgrades grandpa's old-time two bladed pocketknife to a one-hand opener
with our Dyad Jr. One blade is a hollow-ground, fully serrated Sheepfoot style, the
other is a flat ground clip-point, giving you five inches of cutting power in two blades.
It doesn't have a clip but this powerful little knife takes up very little room in your pocket.
-Two blades of ATS-55 steel that open independently.
-Each blade has its own locking mechanism.
Dyad Jr. Lightweight C39BK
Blade Steel.......................ATS-55 Length Blade ..............2 1/4” 58mm
-Each blade has its own opening hole.
Blade Thickness ........5/64” 2mm Length Closed ..........3 3/32” 79mm
-Black FRN handle with volcano grip texture. Diam. Blade Hole.......3/8” 10mm Length Cutting Edge ..2 1/8” 54mm, 2 3/16” 56mm
Edge Type ...SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall..........5 5/8” 143mm
Weight .....................1.5 oz 42.5g
-No clip.

Dragonfly SS C28
Blade Steel.......................ATS-55 Length Blade..............2 5/16 58mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed............3 7/32 82mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.....1 7/8” 48mm
Edge Type ...SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall........5 7/16” 138mm
Weight .........................2.6oz 73g

Cricket C29BK
Blade Steel ..................ATS-55 Length Blade ..............1 7/8” 48mm
Blade Thickness ......5/64” 2mm Length Closed ............2 3/4” 70mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.1 11/16” 43mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall......4 11/16” 117mm
Weight .......................1.25oz 36g

Not intended
to be used with both
blades open.

The Native is specifically engineered for
the human hand to maximize cutting ability
and minimize user fatigue and discomfort. The FRN
handle is textured in a bi-directional pattern designed to prevent
forward or backward slipping. Added to that is a deep finger choil
and textured blade spine for controlled and comfortable cutting.
A swedge grind along the top of the blade reduces the overall
weight of the knife. Model is manufactured in both Seki
City, Japan and Golden, CO USA.
-The blade steel is VG-10 (Japanese manufacture) or
CPM440V (US manufacture).
-The black metal clip is ambidextrous and positions the knife for
tip-up carry.
-The C41 is available in a Plainedge or 35/65 combo.

The all stainless steel C41 Native SS has
all the ergonomics of its lightweight cousin.
A favorite gift knife, the stainless steel handle invites
engraving or embellishment to make it even more special.
-Blade is hollow-ground AUS-10 steel.
-Available in PlainEdge and 50/50 combination.
-Metal clip is ambidextrous for a tip up carry.

Sleek, polished and
sophisticated is the only way
to describe this collaboration with
renowned knifemaker Howard Viele. The
tapered hollow ground blade sports Howard's signature
logo of three small holes over the symbol of the Japanese God of War.
It features a traditional linerlock and also has an eccentric pivot pit.
-Blade steel is hollow-ground VG-10.
-Handle is black Micarta overlaid on stainless steel.
-Available in PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
-Metal clip provides a low tip down carry.

Native SS C41
Blade Steel ......................AUS-10 Length Blade ..............3 1/8” 80mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ......3 15/16” 100mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 66mm
Edge Type..........PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall ................7” 178mm
Weight ....4.6oz 131g

Howard Viele C42
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............3 3/8” 86mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........4 7/16” 113mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....11/32” 9mm Length Cutting Edge.....3 1/4” 82mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall..........7 3/4” 197mm
Weight ..3.8oz 109g

Spyderco's first collaboration
with a German knifemaker, the Peter
Herbst makes an ideal everyday carry knife.
It combines a linerlock with stylish European tradition
and sleek modernism.
-Blade is hollow ground VG-10 steel.
-Handle material is Almite coated aluminum with a unique grooved pattern.
-Available in PlainEdge only.
-All metal clip is right handed and carries tip down.

Peter Herbst C53
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ............3 1/16” 78mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........4 3/32” 104mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 7/8” 72mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall........7 5/32” 182mm
Weight .........................4 oz 113g

Reminiscent of the
archetypal dirk, the C56,
designed by custom knifemaker Tim
Zowada, has a prominent unsharpened top
swedge, hollow ground spear point blade and a
linerlock. The knife's tapered look is enhanced by the
downsized hole and coffin shaped handle of
bead-blasted Micarta.
-The blade steel is hollow-ground VG-10.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Black metal clip with gold bug provides tip down
right handed carry.
-Batch item only, availability subject to demand.

Eduard Bradichansky Shabaria C59
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..........3 13/16” 97mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ......4 13/16” 122mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.3 11/16” 93mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall..........8 5/8” 219mm
Weight .......................3.33oz 94g

This attractive knife is small, socially acceptable and
lightweight but can still handle serious cutting jobs. It feels
comfortable in your hand, thanks to the ergonomics we designed in to
it. Above the hole is a crown/cusp that gives your thumb stable positioning. The
handle is sculpted for your hand and fingers to fall into the “sweet spots” for a
balanced grip. We removed weight and added style by cutting slots in the
gunmetal blue Almite coated handle. This is definitely an everyday carry.
-Blade is hollow ground VG-10 steel.
-Available in PlainEdge and fully serrated SpyderEdge.
-Metal clip provides right handed tip down carry.

Tim Zowada C56
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ............3 3/16” 81mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........4 7/16” 113mm
Diam. Blade Hole..2 1/64” 8.5mm Length Cutting Edge...........3” 76mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall......7 11/16” 195mm
Weight .........................3.1oz 88g

The C57 Toad is the smallest knife in the Spyderco line. It is small
but it is packed with features. It has a linerlock, traditional hole in
the blade and an Almite coated aluminum handle. This socially
acceptable little knife makes a great gift not to mention money
clip.
-Blade steel is AUS-8
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Metal clip gives a right handed tip down carry.
-Batch item only, availability subject to demand.

Israeli
knifemaker
Eduard Bradichansky
introduced us to this definitely
different looking knife. The Shabaria is
reminiscent of the fix bladed knives carried for
centuries by the Nomadic people of the Jordan River
Valley. Shabaria refers to the shape of the blade which has been
used for everything from utility cutting to self defense. Made
of black lustrous Micarta, the hourglass shape of the handle is
amazingly comfortable in the hand and has a linerlock.
-Blade steel is hollow-ground VG-10.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Black metal clip with gold bug provides tip down, right
hand carry.
-Batch item with availability as demanded.

D’Alton Holder Toad C57
Blade Steel ........................AUS-8 Length Blade ............1 7/16” 36mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ..........2 9/16” 66mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....11/32” 9mm Length Cutting Edge...1 7/16” 36mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall ................4” 102mm
Weight .........................1.8oz 52g

Once you discovered how to close the MeerKat you won't
let it out of your hand. Your fingers and thumb fall
into the divots we designed into the handle making
it easy to master. Just in case, we put instructions in the
box. Releasing the Phantom LockTM by pushing your thumb
forward allows the blade to fall into place in the handle.
It’s a handy little knife to have with you for those
everyday cuts. It’s available in two blade styles, a
modified drop point and a reverse "S" (Cricket-like).
-Blades are hollow ground 440C or AUS-6 steel.
-Handle is textured black FRN with finger divots.
-Available in PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
-New wire clip is ambidextrous and carries tip down.
Meerkat C64
Blade Steel...............440C/AUS-6 Length Blade ..........1 15/16” 50mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.2mm Length Closed ..........3 5/16” 83mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge ......1 5/8” 42mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall..........5 1/4” 133mm
Weight .........................2.2oz 62g

Navigator C62
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............2 1/8” 54mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ..........3 5/16” 84mm
Diam. Blade Hole.......1/2” 12mm Length Cutting Edge ..1 13/16” 47mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall..........5 3/8” 137mm
Weight ............................2oz 56g

The leaf shape blade has long been
used in China for everything from
general utility to hunting and tactical
applications. Bob Lum merges this interesting
blade shape with some very modern features
like a nested linerlock and an adjustable
eccentric pivot pin.
-Blade steel is flat ground VG-10.
-Aluminum handle is Almite coated in
Imperial Jade Green.
-Available in PlainEdge or SpyderEdge.
-Pre-drilled holes allow metal clip to be positioned for a tip up
or tip down carry.

Bob Lum Chinese Folder C65
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ............3 3/16” 80mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ..........4 1/4” 108mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.2 15/16” 74mm
Edge Type .......PlainEdge, SpyderEdge Length Overall........7 3/16” 183mm
Weight .......................2.75oz 77g

One of the first knives to feature our
Compression Lock, the Vesuvius,
designed by custom knifemaker Frank
Centofante is an attractive yet practical
everyday carry. Whether you prefer the subtle, classy
black FRN handle with gripping grooves accented by a silver
bug or the flashier shell inlay you'll agree that this knife will handle all
your cutting needs.
-Blade is hollow-ground ATS-34 steel.
-Handle is black FRN with a silver bug or blue inlaid shell.
-Available in PlainEdge, SpyderEdge or 50/50 combination.
-Black metal clip allows for
right hand, tip up or tip down carry.
-Made in our Golden, Colorado plant.

We designed the Salsa for those who need a little color in their knife. The
size and shape is small, comfortable and will do everyday cutting jobs
with ease. New for 2002 we are introducing the Cobra HoodTM
on the back of the hump making it even easier to open our
knives. For added spice, this knife is available in an all
titanium handle with an integral Compression Lock, or
with an aluminum handle in three anodized colors, blue, green
and tan with a nested Compression Lock.
-Blade steel is ATS-34 on the titanium model and
AUS-8 on the aluminum.
-Handles are titanium or anodized aluminum.
-Available in SpyderEdge and PlainEdge.
-New wire clip on aluminum handle is ambidextrous for tip up carry.

Salsa C71
Blade Steel.......................ATS-34 Length Blade ............2 7/16” 63mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ............3 1/2” 89mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....9/16” 14mm Length Cutting Edge...2 3/16” 56mm
Edge Type .......SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall......5 15/16” 152mm
Weight .........................3.5oz 99g

Salsa C71
Blade Steel ........................AUS-8 Length Blade ............2 7/16” 63mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ............3 1/2” 89mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....9/16” 14mm Length Cutting Edge...2 3/16” 56mm
Edge Type .......SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall......5 15/16” 152mm
Weight .........................2.7oz 75g

The Ladybug is a mini-lockback knife perfect for your keychain, pocket or
purse. It is clipless with an FRN handle in red, blue or black. The combination
PlainEdge and SpyderEdge will surprise you with its cutting ability. The LBKII
comes in black only with a fully serrated sheepfoot blade.

Frank Centofante Vesuvius C66
Blade Steel.......................ATS-34 Length Blade ..............3 1/8” 79mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ..........4 1/2” 114mm
Diam. Blade Hole.......1/2” 13mm Length Cutting Edge.....3 1/8” 79mm
Edge Type..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall........7 9/16” 192mm
Weight .........................3.4oz 96g

LadyBug LBK, LadyBugII LBKII
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ....1 15/16” 49mm. 1 7/8” 48mm
Blade Thickness ........5/64” 2mm Length Closed ............2 1/2” 64mm
Diam. Blade Hole.......9/32” 7mm Length Cutting Edge 1 3/4” 44, 1 5/8” 42mm
Edge Type.........50/50, SpyderEdge Length Overall........4 5/16” 109mm
Weight ......0.5 oz 16g, 0.6oz 16g

Say hello to Jester, our new mini lockback. Carry it on your
keychain, in your purse or pocket. It will take care of those pesky
little every day cuts. Surprisingly comfortable in your hand, we added
texture on the spine near the tip and just behind the hole to assist you
with the intricate cuts required for craft projects. This little powerhouse comes in black, lime green and fushia textured FRN.
-Blade is hollow ground AUS-6 steel.
-Handle is textured FRN in colors listed above.
-Available in PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
-Clipless.

Jester JBK
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..........1 15/16” 49mm
Blade Thickness ...5/64” 2.25mm Length Closed ............2 1/2” 63mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....11/32” 9mm Length Cutting Edge.....1 3/4” 44mm
Edge Type ...PlainEdge, SpyderEdge Length Overall......4 13/32” 112mm
Weight .........................0.6oz 16g

The perfect gift for the knife nut in your family, the Mini
Police Necklace is a real working lockback knife. It’s
attractive, functional and comes with a 22” chain in a
gift box.
-Blade steel is flat ground ATS-34 steel.

Recently, a prominent men's magazine dubbed the
SpydeRench a “toolbox on hyper-steroids.” Designed
by an aerospace engineer this multi-tool is in a class
by itself. Its many features include:
-Full-sized locking knife blade.
-Slip joint pliers with a large and small bite.
-9/16" crescent wrench.
-Four standard sized bits (#2 and #3 Phillips head and
#1 and #2 flat head) are housed inside the handle.
These are replaceable with any standard size bits,
even Allen and Torx.
-Long bit for "tunneled" electronic repairs features a Phillips head and
flat head and is diamond coated for use as a file.
-File has a concave, convex and flat sharpening surface for deburring
and honing.
-Pivot pin rotates, opening the tool to full length.
-Two halves separate allowing use of the crescent wrench and screwdriver at
the same time.
-Knife can be used with tool separated or together.
-Body is investment-cast 17-4ph corrosion resistant stainless and chamfered for comfort.
-Blade is 440C steel.
-Available in PlainEdge, SpyderEdge or 50/50 combination.
-Metal pocket clip provides a tip down carry.

Mini Police Model Necklace MN07
Blade Steel.......................ATS-34 Length Blade ............1 5/16” 33mm
Blade Thickness .....1/16” 1.5mm Length Closed ........1 13/16” 46mm
Diam. Blade Hole.......5/32” 4mm Length Cutting Edge...1 3/16” 30mm
Edge Type...................SpyderEdge Length Overall............3 1/8” 79mm
Weight ...........................0.5oz 5g

This special knife designed by Eduard
Bradichansky tucks right into your wallet or purse next
to all your credit cards. The SpyderCard actually opens
into a full-sized locking knife. It is pancake flat with
rounded edges and a hole in the handle to disengage
the linerlock. Spyderco trademarked hole is
included for easy opening.
-Blade is flat ground AUS-6 steel.
-Handle offers ample engraving or
embellishing surface.
-Available in PlainEdge and 50/50 combination.
-Clipless.
Bradichansky SpyderCard SC01
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..........2 13/16” 72mm
Blade Thickness ...5/64” 2.25mm Length Closed ..........3 7/16” 87mm
Diam. Blade Hole..9/16” 14.5mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 1/2” 64mm
Edge Type............PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall..........6 1/4” 159mm
Weight......................3 1/4oz 93g

T01 SpydeRench
Blade Steel ..........................440C Length Blade ..............2 1/2” 63mm
Blade Thickness ...3/32” 2.25mm Length Closed ..........4 5/8” 117mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge...2 3/16” 56mm
Edge Type..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall........7 3/32” 180mm
Weight .......................7.6oz 217g

Catcherman C17
Blade Steel .....................MBS-26 Length Blade ............4 3/4” 121mm
Blade Thickness ........5/64” 2mm Length Closed ......5 15/16” 151mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.4 5/16” 110mm
Edge Type............................75/25 Length Overall......10 7/16” 265mm
Weight .........................2.8oz 80g

Appropriately named, our C08 Harpy resembles the claw of an eagle.
Designed for controlled, pulling cuts, the hawkbill blade shape
comes from the marine/commercial fishing industry where
severing rope, line, webbing or netting is done at arm's
length quickly and effectively. The curved arc of the blade
keeps what you are cutting from slipping off the tip.
-Blade is hollow ground VG-10 steel
-David Boye dent in the locking lever allows for gripping the handle
tightly without
accidentally unlocking the blade.
-Stainless steel handle has a cutout for fast drying when used in or around water.
-Metal clip is positioned for a tip down carry.

The Merlin has the same great cutting power as our Harpy but
with a few different features.
-Blade steel is VG-10.
-Lightweight black FRN scales have a volcano style texture
for gripping power.
-Also has the David Boye dent in the locking lever.
-Available in both PlainEdge and fully serrated SpyderEdge.
-The black clip is ambidextrous and carries tip up.

This hardy knife loves to work. A favorite all around
outdoor knife of cowboys and hunters alike, it is also a
trusty companion for everyday use.
-Drop-point style blade is hollow-ground, VG-10 steel.
-In addition to its usual 50/50 combination edge
we've added a new PlainEdge version.
-Kraton inserts in the handle and clip gives it a non-slip grip.
-Metal clip positioned for tip down carry.

The lightweight Pro-Grip works just as hard as its heftier brother. It too is
a favorite for outdoor use and everyday carry.
-Drop-point style blade is hollow-ground VG-10.
-Kraton insert in handle and under end of clip for added gripping power.
-Available in new PlainEdge or 50/50 combination.
-Pocket clip is integrated into the
Pro-Grip C13BK
black FRN volcano grip handle for Blade Steel ........................VG-10
Length Blade ..............2 3/4” 71mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ............3 7/8” 98mm
tip up carry.
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 67mm
Edge Type.........Plain Edge, 50/50
Weight .........................1.9oz 58g

Length Overall..........6 5/8” 168mm

Harpy C08S
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............2 3/4” 70mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ............3 7/8” 99mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge...2 9/16” 65mm
Edge Type ...PlainEdge, SpyderEdge Length Overall..........6 1/2” 165mm
Weight .....................3.75oz 106g

Merlin C08SBK
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............2 7/8” 73mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ............3 7/8” 99mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge...2 7/16” 82mm
Edge Type ..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall........6 7/16” 164mm
Weight .........................2.5oz 71g

Pro-Grip SS C13
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..........2 13/16” 71mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ............3 7/8” 98mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 67mm
Edge Type............PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall..........6 5/8” 168mm
Weight ..........................4oz 112g

A flexible folder?
Yes, our Catcherman is a
flexible filet knife that folds up for easy carry
on your next fishing trip. A special feature is the small
section of serrations at the base for aggressive
cutting when scaling or de-boning.
-Blade steel is MBS-26 which gives excellent edge retention
and flexibility as well as being rust resistant.
-Blade is flat ground and thinner at the tip making it
semi-flexible for filleting.
-Black FRN handle with volcano pattern holds your grip.
-Edge configuration is a 75/25 plain/serrated combination.
-Clip is molded into the handle and provides tip up carry.

A favorite of outdoor sportspeople. You can Snap-It anywhere, to a
carabiner, vest, PFD, bootlace, backpack, belt loop, you name it. Its
Wichard-style snap shackle allows for quick deployment yet keeps
it in place and out of the way when not in use.
-Sheepfoot style (rounded tip) hollow-ground blade in
AUS-8 steel.
-Fully serrated for aggressive cutting.
-Black FRN handle with Kraton inserts for non-skid grip.
-Snap shackle instead of clip.

Bill Moran is the grandfather of custom
knifemaking. Spyderco is proud to offer
two of his classic designs. The FB01 has an
upswept trailing point blade shape and the FB02 is
a drop point style. Both have a very comfortable FRN
handle with Kraton inserts for a great
grip. Highly recommended for
hunting, camping and the great
outdoors. Both are equipped with a
Kydex sheath and multi-position Tek-Lok.
-Blade is flat ground VG-10 steel.
-Handle is black FRN with Kraton inserts.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Kydex sheath.

Snap-It C26BKEMT
Blade Steel ........................AUS-8 Length Blade ....................3” 76mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ..........5 1/8” 130mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 3/8” 60mm
Edge Type...................SpyderEdge Length Overall..........6 7/8” 174mm
Weight......................2 1/2oz 70g

Bill Moran Featherweight FB01
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............3 7/8” 99mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ...........................N/A
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge.....3 1/2” 89mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall ................8” 203mm
Weight ................................3oz 84g

Bill Moran Drop Point FB02
Blade Steel ........................VG-10
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A
Edge Type......................PlainEdge
Weight ............................3oz 84g

Length Blade ..............3 7/8” 99mm
Length Closed ...........................N/A
Length Cutting Edge.....3 3/8” 86mm
Length Overall........8 1/16” 205mm

Bob Lum Fixed Blade Tanto FB03
Length Blade ..........4 3/16” 107mm
Length Closed ...........................N/A
Length Cutting Edge.....3 7/8” 98mm
Length Overall........8 7/16” 215mm

Blade Steel ........................AUS-8
We can thank Bob Lum for
Blade Thickness .....3/16” 4.5mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A
introducing America to the Asian
Edge Type ....................PlainEdge
Weight .......................4.5oz 126g
Tanto style blade. It is only natural
that Spyderco follow-up Bob Lum's folding
tanto with a fixed blade, and a very classy one at that.
It has a Hamaguri (appleseed) grind at the tip for added strength
and the swedge on the spine lessens the overall weight. The blade has a
tapered tang, running the full length of the handle, adding overall strength.
The expanded hand guard, where the blade and handle meet, makes it comfortable in the hand.
Included is a leather sheath.
-Blade steel is hollow-ground AUS-8.
-Handle is black linen Micarta.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Clipless with a leather sheath.

Fred Perrin, former French Army Commando
and world-class martial artist has designed
a utilitarian and uncomplicated knife.
A weight reducing swedge on front
of the spine and texturing at the
base of the spine add purchase for
your thumb and lessen weight.
You'll find your forefinger fits
perfectly in the pronounced choil
and the molded black FRN handle has
Kraton inserts for additional gripping power.
Included is a Kydex sheath.

Fred Perrin Clip-Point Bowie FB04
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..................5” 127mm
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm Length Closed ...........................N/A
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge...4 3/4” 121mm
Edge Type ....................PlainEdge Length Overall..........9 3/8” 238mm
Weight ....................3.75oz 1.07g

G. Sakai is based in Seki, Japan, a small town famous for cutlery production. Founded on the traditions
of sword-making dating back more than one thousand years, this premium pocket knife company is
dedicated to evolution and constant refinement in its product development. The company mission is
to provide the best performance for each specialized design, such that every knife incorporates the latest
technology and uncompromising artisanship typical of G. Sakai. Refined art and the critical touch of
a master infuse life into every G. Sakai knife, upholding the prominent status the company holds
among the knife lovers of the world.
Pack Rat TA101
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............2 1/2” 64mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.4mm Length Closed ............3 3/4” 95mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge.....2 3/8” 60mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall..........6 1/4” 159mm
Weight ......................1.6oz 45.5g

G. Sakai knives combine form and function beautifully. Their Bird & Trout Series are
small game and fish knives designed for performance that just happen to be eye appealing
too. The point of the thin hollow-ground blade tapers upward for heightened control
and it has a sharpened false edge atop the blade. The top lock is positioned at the rear.
-Blade steel is hollow ground AUS-6.
-Handles are black Micarta with brushed stainless bolsters.
-Available in PlainEdge only.
-Clipless, comes with a Cordura belt sheath.

Fisher TA103
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............3 3/4” 95mm
Blade Thickness .....9/64” 3.6mm Length Closed ..........5 1/2” 140mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge.....3 1/4” 83mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall........9 1/16” 230mm
Weight .......................4.4oz 124g

-Blade is flat ground VG-10 steel.
-Handle is molded black FRN with Kraton inserts.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Kydex sheath.

Spyderco's Temperance is a serious entry into the fixed blade market.
Designed in-house by Sal Glesser, it is a hefty all around knife. Sporting a flat
ground 4 1/2 inch blade, it is at home hunting, camping or even in the kitchen.
The molded FRN handle is ergonomically sound, fitting most hands very comfortably,
and the four dimples in the handle are positioned for grip and indexing.
-Blade is flat ground VG-10 steel.
-Handle is black molded FRN.
Fixed Blade Temperance FB05
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..........4 7/16” 113mm
-Available in PlainEdge or SpyderEdge.
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm Length Closed ...........................N/A
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge...4 1/8” 104mm
-Clipless, comes with a Kydex sheath.
Edge Type ...SpyderEdge, PlainEdge Length Overall..........9 5/8” 243mm
Weight ...................5.625oz 159g

Road Runner TA102
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............2 7/8” 73mm
Blade Thickness .......1/8” 3.2mm Length Closed ..........4 1/4” 108mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 67mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall..........7 1/8” 181mm
Weight .........................2.3oz 66g

Spyderco is
the sole U.S.
importer of G. Sakai cutlery.
Made in Seki City Japan, the
Backpacker series is for the outdoorsman
seeking lightweight performance. These handy
knives have a rear positioned back lock.
-Blade steel is hollow ground AUS-6.
-Handles are cast zinc inlayed with Kraton
for confident grip.
Backpacker GS103
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............2 1/2” 64mm
-Available in PlainEdge and SpyderEdge.
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.4mm Length Closed ............3 3/8” 86mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge...2 5/16” 59mm
-Clipless.
Edge Type ....PlainEdge,SpyderEdge Length Overall..........5 7/8” 150mm
Weight .........................2.6oz 73g

Backpacker GS104
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ....................3” 76mm
Blade Thickness .......1/8” 3.2mm Length Closed ................4” 102mm
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 67mm
Edge Type ...PlainEdge, SpyderEdge Length Overall..........6 7/8” 175mm
Weight ..........................4oz 112g

Steel handled knives are excellent for hard-use by virtue of
their heft and solidity. Our C10 Endura does the job.

-Modified skinning-style
blade is hollow ground AUS-6
high carbon steel.
-Available in PlainEdge, SpyderEdge or 50/50 combo.
-A David Boye dent has been added to the
locking lever for 2002.
-Stainless steel handle is perfect for
custom engraving and embellishment.
-Two sets of pre-drilled holes allow
the metal clip to be positioned for a
tip up or tip down carry.

The all stainless version of our popular Delica. It is slightly beefier
and provides a sense of solidity yet doesn't feel like you are
carrying a heavyweight.
-Blade steel is hollow ground AUS-6.
-A David Boye dent has been added to
the locking lever for 2002.
-Available in both PlainEdge, SpyderEdge
and 50/50 combination.
-Stainless steel handle great for engraving
or embellishing.
-Predrilled holes for the metal clip allow for tip up/tip down carry.

Delica SS C11
Blade Steel...................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............2 7/8” 72mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ................4” 102mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 1/2” 63mm
Edge Type....SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall......6 13/16” 173mm
Weight .........................4 oz 110g

Endura SS C10
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..............3 3/4” 96mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ......4 13/16” 122mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....3 1/4” 83mm
Edge Type....SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall..........8 1/2” 216mm
Weight .......................5.5oz 156g

Our Endura model is the
cornerstone of the knife industry
and started the trend toward lightweight
folders. It is a favorite everyday carry and everyday
work knife for the folks in the serving and saving professions.
-For 2002 we have changed the blade steel to VG-10.
-Look closely and you will notice a new grind;
its flat, not hollow.
-Available in three edge configurations,
PlainEdge, SpyderEdge and a 50/50 combo.
-A David Boye dent is a part of the locking lever.
-The scales are black FRN with a volcano
grip texture.
-Has a deeper clip well to eliminate rotation of the black
ambidextrous clip which carries tip up.

A trainer, also
known as a drone, is just
like a "live" knife in weight and
size but the blade has a dull edge and
rounded tip. Use a trainer when you want to practice
opening and closing with one hand, fast retrieval and of
course Martial Blade Craft moves.
-Blade steel is AUS-6 with an
unsharpened edge and tip.
-Has a red volcano grip handle
that readily identifies it as
a trainer.
-David Boye dent for tight
gripping without accidentally
releasing lock.
-Black ambidextrous clip for tip up carry.

Endura C10BK
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ........3 15/16” 100mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ......4 15/16” 125mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge...3 7/16” 87mm
Edge Type..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall......8 13/16” 223mm
Weight .........................2.9oz 82g

A favorite with just about everyone, our lightweight
Delica does it all. You'll find it being used by all branches
of serving and saving professionals as well as
everyday use around the home, job or
recreation. It's that perfect knife you want
with you at all times.
-New for 2002 we have changed to
VG-10 steel.
-The grind has changed too, it's now flat.
-Available in three edge configurations, PlainEdge,
SpyderEdge and 50/50 combination.
-Black lightweight FRN handle with volcano grip pattern.
-David Boye dent in locking lever.
-Has a deeper clip well to eliminate rotation of the ambidextrous clip which carries tip up.

Delica C11BK
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ....................3” 77mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ................4” 102mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge ..2 11/16 68mm
Edge Type..SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall ................7” 177mm
Weight .........................1.9oz 54g

You'll want to keep one of these close
at hand to assist that new customer to
practice opening and closing the blade without fear of them getting hurt. It is the same size as a
"live" Delica but can be handled by the Newbie with ease.
-Blade steel is AUS-6 with unsharpened edge and tip.
-David Boye dent just like the live knife.
-Red FRN handle with volcano grip pattern.
-Black ambidextrous clip for tip up carry.

Endura Trainer C10TR
Blade Steel ............AUS-6 Length Blade ........3 15/16” 100mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ......4 15/16” 125mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge ....................N/A
Edge Type...............................N/A Length Overall..........8 7/8” 223mm
Weight .......................3.14oz 89g

Delica Trainer C11TR
Blade Steel .............AUS-6 Length Blade ....................3” 77mm
Blade Thickness .....3/32” 2.5mm Length Closed ................4” 102mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge ....................N/A
Edge Type...............................N/A Length Overall ................7” 177mm
Weight ......................2.1oz 38.3g

The choice of
law enforcement
officers for over a decade, the C07 is a
workhorse. It was designed to provide a lot of
cutting power in a slim comfortable handle.
-The blade is hollow ground VG-10 steel with a
weight-reducing swedge at the tip.
-The David Boye dent in the locking lever allows
for a tight grip without accidentally releasing the lock.
-The all stainless handle is perfect for engraving
or embellishing.
-Available in PlainEdge, SpyderEdge and 50/50 combination.
-It also has a metal pocket clip for tip down carry.
Police Model C07
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ............4 1/8” 104mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........5 5/16” 135mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.3 13/16” 97mm
Edge Type....SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall........9 7/16” 240mm
Weight ......................5.5 oz 155g

This heavy-duty knife
is chock full of special
features. The ergonomics include a
comfortable choil and machined texturing (on the spine
behind the hole) for a comfortable and safe grip for tough cutting.
We enlarged the hole for easy opening/closing with gloved hands.
-Flat ground modified clip-point blade made of CPM-440V steel
holds an edge longer.
-Linerlock is nested for added strength and reduced thickness.
-G-10 handles are slender and resistant to climate and chemicals.
-Spacers between the scales allow easy rinsing of field dirt and grime.
-Available in PlainEdge, SpyderEdge and a 50/50 combo.
-Specially designed black metal clip for tip down carry.
-Manufactured in our Golden, Colorado plant.

Military Model C36GE
Blade Steel...................CPM440V Length Blade ..................4” 102mm
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm Length Closed ..........5 1/2” 139mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....9/16” 14mm Length Cutting Edge.3 11/16” 94mm
Edge Type .SpyderEdge, PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall..........9 1/2” 242mm
Weight .........................4 oz 113g

The folder you need when you want to cut something, not someone.
The Rescue Jr. has a sheepfoot blade that is rounded at the tip. Specially
designed ergonomics provide a comfortable choil for the forefinger and the
hump over the hole gives purchase for the thumb. An excellent knife for
emergency personnel (cutting seatbelts), rafters (using inflatables), ranchers
(cutting around livestock), just to name a few.
-Blade is hollow ground sheepfoot style made of VG-10 steel.
-Fully serrated for aggressive cutting.
-FRN handle with volcano grip texture comes in Black or Orange.
-Metal clip is ambidextrous and carries tip up.
Rescue Jr. C45
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............3 1/8” 79mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ..........4 1/8” 104mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 5/8” 67mm
Edge Type...................SpyderEdge Length Overall........7 3/16” 183mm
Weight .........................2.1oz 60g

Bob Lum is the first American
knifemaker to introduce the Asian
tanto-style blade to the U.S. It features a "hamaguri"
or appleseed grind at the tip for added strength. The
flat-topped hump above the hole provides a comfortable
positioning spot for your thumb for controlled cutting.
It has a linerlock nested in its G-10 scales with an
eccentric pivot pin and an offset arc ramp that adjusts
itself as the liner wears.
-Blade is black coated, hollow-ground ATS-55 steel.
-Available in PlainEdge or 60/40 combination.
-Lined lanyard hole.
-Black metal clip provides tip up carry.

Bob Lum C46
Blade Steel.......................ATS-55 Length Blade ..........3 13/16” 97mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ................5” 127mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge...3 7/16” 88mm
Edge Type...........60/40, PlainEdge Length Overall..........8 3/4” 223mm
Weight ......................5.1 oz 145g

Martial Blade Craft (MBC) is a term that
Spyderco developed to describe bladed combat
arts. The term “knife fighting” is not only
negative but quite unrealistic since “knife
fighting” rarely occurs and is used more for
Hollywood glamour. Martial Blade Craft is
an art form that will one day find Olympic
presence as does Judo and Fencing.
However, studied as an art form, Judo, Martial
Blade Craft or any other martial art does have
value in self protection, should the need arise. The

purpose of any martial art is (or should be) to stop the
bad guy from hurting the innocents.
Though many knife manufacturers produce models for
combative arts, it is not an area that Spyderco has in
the past actively promoted. The models presented in
this section were designed by and for Martial Blade
Craft practitioners.
Fully functional trainers or drones are currently being produced for
some models with others scheduled for future production. Trainers
will be produced with red handles to differentiate them from a live blade.

An interesting feature of the Massad
Ayoob design (a nationally renowned writer and
authority on firearms and knives) is that when in the hand, the handle
feels like an extension of the blade. The blade goes wherever you point your wrist. It has a
finger choil and texturing on the back of the
spine for your thumb to grip.
-Blade steel is hollow ground VG-10.
-Black Almite coated aluminum handle.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Black clip with gold bug is ambidextrous
and carries tip down.
-Recommended for MBC use.

Massad Ayoob C60
Blade Steel ........................VG-10 Length Blade ..............3 5/8” 92mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........5 1/16” 128mm
Diam. Blade Hole...15/32” 12mm Length Cutting Edge.....3 3/8” 86mm
Edge Type......................PlainEdge Length Overall........8 7/16” 215mm
Weight .......................4.3oz 122g

Bram Frank, a martial arts "Hall of
Famer," designed the Gunting specifically for
Martial Blade Craft. The appendage on the upper
side of the blade allows for kinetic opening by leveraging the
blade against an object or opponent. The protrusions on the handle can
be used like a Yawara stick for pressure point control while subduing an opponent.
We added our extra strength Compression Lock and indexing/control divots
in the handle and clip. This knife is becoming popular with law
enforcement personnel as well as Martial Blade Crafters.
-Blade steel is CPM 440V and hollow ground.
-Handle material is black G-10.
-Available in PlainEdge and 50/50 combination.
-Special metal clip designed for indexing/control.
-Made in our Golden, Colorado plant.
To become accomplished at anything takes practice. This is especially
true for Martial Blade Craft. The
Gunting Trainer was developed for safe
practice. It is the same size and weight as
the "live" version and it has the same special
features. It is a trainer, so we rounded all the sharp
points and left the blade tip and edge unsharpened. The practice
part is left to you.
-Blade steel is GIN-1.
-Handle material is red G-10 denoting it’s a trainer.
-Edge is unsharpened for safety.
-Special metal clip for indexing/control.
-Made in our Golden, Colorado plant.

Bram Frank Gunting C68
Blade Steel .................CPM 440V Length Blade ..............2 7/8” 74mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........5 7/16” 131mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge.....2 3/4” 71mm
Edge Type ...........PlainEdge, 50/50 Length Overall ................8” 202mm
Weight .......................5.9oz 168g

Gunting Trainer C68TR
Blade Steel .........................GIN-1 Length Blade ............3 1/16” 77mm
Blade Thickness ..........1/8” 3mm Length Closed ........5 7/16” 131mm
Diam. Blade Hole.....7/16” 11mm Length Cutting Edge ....................N/A
Edge Type...............................N/A Length Overall........8 1/16” 205mm
Weight .....................5.7oz 161gg

Designed by Master at Arms
James A. Keating, the C63 Chinook
is a hefty knife. It was originally
designed for Martial Blade Craft but can also
be found in the field doing heavy duty work as a
hunting/camping knife. The blade is an upswept modified
Bowie-style and features a strong lockback. Built in ergonomics include
a comfortable finger choil and texture on the back of the spine for extra
thumb purchase for tough cuts.
-Blade steel is hollow ground CPM 440V.
-Handle is black G-10
-Available in PlainEdge and 50/50 combination.
-Black metal clip provides right handed tip down carry.

Spyderco's Lil' Temperance is not a lil' knife. It is a
no-nonsense power-packed knife designed in-house by
Sal Glesser. Although it has all
the important features for
Martial Blade Craft it can be at
home at the work site too. Its 3-inch
blade comes in two shapes, an upswept
trailing point and a modified spear point.
We enlarged the hole and carved out
one side of the green G-10 handle
making it very ergonomically
comfortable in your hand. It
also has our new strong
Compression Lock (nested).
-Blade steel is flat ground CPM 440V.
-Handle material is green G-10.
-Available in PlainEdge.
-Specially designed metal clip, with indexing/control holes, provides a
tip up or tip down carry.

James A. Keating Chinook C63
Blade Steel .................CPM 440V Length Blade ..............3 3/4” 95mm
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm Length Closed ..........4 7/8” 124mm
Diam. Blade Hole..9/16” 14.5mm Length Cutting Edge...3 5/16” 84mm
Edge Type.............PlainEdge 50/50 Length Overall........8 9/16” 217mm
Weight.......7.25oz 205g

Blade Steel .................CPM 440V
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm
Diam. Blade Hole..9/16” 14.5mm
Edge Type ....................PlainEdge
Weight.......4.25oz 121g

Lil’ Temperance C69
Length Blade ....................3” 76mm
Length Closed ..........4 1/2” 115mm
Length Cutting Edge..3” 77mm, 3 1/8” 79mm
Length Overall........7 3/16” 182mm

For those who
would like to practice
Martial Blade Craft with a fixed
blade we developed the FB05 Temperance
Trainer. It is very similar to the "live" knife in size and weight
but it has a rounded tip and no edge. Its red handle has all the
ergonomics as well as four divots for easy and quick indexing/controlling of the knife.
-Blade steel is AUS-6.
Lil’ Temperance C69
Blade Steel ........................AUS-6 Length Blade ..........4 5/16” 109mm
-Handle is red molded FRN with indexing divots.
Blade Thickness ........5/32” 4mm Length Closed ...........................N/A
Diam. Blade Hole...................N/A Length Cutting Edge .............................N/A
-No edge makes it safe for MBC workouts.
Edge Type..............................N/A Length Overall..........9 1/2” 240mm
Weight .......................5.2oz 146g
-No clip but will have a Kydex sheath available.

Do you have a favorite kitchen knife? One you automatically
reach for when opening the silverware drawer? Pro Culinaire
knives have the ability to unconsciously becoming your bestliked kitchen knife. The Pro Culinaire line is a set of seven
chef-grade pieces sold separately. All are made of MBS-26
high carbon stainless steel which demands little maintenance.
The handles are made of a slip-resistant polymer called
Sermollan. Sermollan has an airy, springy feel that pulls

Flat-ground, spearpoint style blade that’s thin and flexible to pass easily
through food. Available in a PlainEdge and SpyderEdge with a black or
blue handle.

itself into your palm giving you a tighter grip and elevated
control. Serrated models have a unique pattern called
SpyderEdge Multi-Level Serrations. In essence, it’s two levels
of serrated teeth. Like a shark. When one row of teeth wear
out, another row is just behind, new, razor-sharp, untouched
and raring to go. The blade is thin, semi-flexible and passes
effortlessly through food, even frozen items. They’re
Spyderco’s best kept secret.

Zips through bread with two steps of SpyderEdge serrations. A
rounded safety tip protects your hand while cutting. Black
Sermollan handle.
Bread Knife K01SBK
Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ................SpyderEdge
Weight ........................4.2oz 119

Blade Length.........10 3/16" 259mm
Overall Length.........15 3/8" 390mm

Smaller version of our K04. It will become your
preferred kitchen knife… guaranteed.
Available in a Plainedge or SpyderEdge
with a black handle. Also available with a
red handle with a SpyderEdge.

Utility Knife K04
Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type.......PlainEdge, SpyderEdge
Weight ..........................2oz 57g

Blade Length.............6 1/2" 162mm
Overall Length.........10 7/8" 275mm

Mid-sized professional cook’s knife that has a
nice rocking motion on the blade for dicing,
cubing and mincing. Available in
PlainEdge with a black handle.

Small Utility Knife K05

The Santoku
is a Japanese-style
cook’s knife, similar in
many ways to a butcher’s
knife. It’s colossal enough to chop,
dice and de-bone whole fruits, vegetables
and roasts. Available with a black handle
and PlainEdge.

Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ..PlainEdge, SpyderEdge
Weight .......................1.5oz 43g

Blade Length.............4 1/2" 116mm
Overall Length...........8 7/8" 225mm

Cook’s Knife K02PBK
Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ...................PlainEdge
Weight ......................4.8oz 136g

Large ergonomic carving knife that’s responsive in your
hand. Comes serrated with a black handle.

Blade Length...........9 7/16" 239mm
Overall Length.......14 9/16" 370mm

Santoku K08PBK

The bomb for intricate or
artsy food preparation. It is
scalpel-like for precision cutting such as
pitting, peeling and paring. Comes in
PlainEdge with a black handle.
Carving Knife K03SBK

Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ................SpyderEdge
Weight ......................4.0oz 115g

Blade Length...........8 1/16" 205mm
Overall Length.........13 1/4" 336mm

Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ...................PlainEdge
Weight ........................5oz 140g

Blade Length.............6 7/8" 174mm
Overall Length.........12 1/8" 307mm

Paring Knife K09PBK
Blade Steel.....................MBS-26
Edge Type ...................PlainEdge
Weight ........................0.7oz 20g

Blade Length .....................2" 51mm
Overall Length...........5 1/2" 140mm

Displaying your products in their best light increases
your sales, no doubt about it! The Spyderco tower
display case, parades eight knives in their open
position and room for a 204 Sharpmaker in the
bottom. Made of clear acrylic, it gives your
customer a 360º view of what’s inside. The Tower
locks by means of an arm-lever locking bar (keys
included) allowing you to leave your stock on a
countertop without the fear of it “sprouting legs
and walking away”. An 8 1/2 by 11 inch acrylic
page frame snaps to the top for signage.

Putting our knife in a customer's hand can make
the sale. Our new counter top display lets the
customer pick up a non-sharpened Spyderco knife,
feel it in their hand and check out its features.
Made of stainless steel with non-skid feet, it stands
14 inches high, 12 inches wide and comes with a
knife attached to a theft-proof chain. Also included
is an information card for the knife being displayed.

Little jewels. An attractive and original way to display
your Spyderco stock. Each gem is multifaceted in a
diamond shape, created out of sparkling clear Lucite
that catches and reflects prisms of light. The
Spyderco logo bug is engraved on the underside. An
open knife blade fits into a slot propping the knife up
at a 45º angle for visible presentation. Available in
two sizes: Small (2 1/2 inch), large (3 1/2 inch).

For the true and serious Spyderco Knife Knut. The Spyderco
Story by Ken Delavigne covers: The history of Spyderco and its
arrival onto the knife scene, manufacturing techniques, design
development of models, materials and elements, business
philosophies and more than you can imagine. Published by
Paladin Press, it’s 302 pages chock full of information and photos.

ABS: A thermoplastic polymer used for its' high impact
strength.
Almite: A coating used on aluminum handles similar to
anodizing. Resistant to scratching and marring , it can also
be tinted to any color for visual appeal.
Alumina Ceramic: The compound used for Spyderco
sharpening stones. It is a ceramic-bonding agent mixed with
alumina particles (synthetic sapphires), shaped, then kiln
fired at temperatures in excess of 3000 degrees F.
Ambidextrous: Using both hands with equal ease.
Pertaining to knives, it is a knife that is not solely designed
for a left-or right-handed person but can be used with equal
ease by both hands.
Anodized Aluminum: Subjecting aluminum to
electrolytic action which coats the aluminum with a
protective and decorative film.
Batch: Refers to a knife model that is made in small
numbers. A Spyderco batch is 1200 pieces and if the model
is received well another batch or more will be produced.
Bi-Directional Texturing: A texture molded into a FRN
handle, which is a series of graduating, sized forward and
backward steps that radiate outward from the center of the
handle. This texture provides resistance to slipping and
sliding when gripped in the hand.
Carbon Fiber: Graphite fibers (the size of a human hair)
are woven together and fused in epoxy resin. It's
lightweight, three-dimensional in appearance and is a
superior (and expensive) handle material.
Choil: A cut out, molded or formed area where the handle
and blade meet which positions/guards the index finger
while gripping the opened knife.
CLIPIT: Spyderco's term for their line of folding knives
which feature a pocket clip. A CLIPIT fan is often called a
CLIPITEER. Okay we know it's corny, but true.
Clip-Point Blade: A blade, ground on the top (spine) in
an angled or sweeping line downward. The underside
(where the sharpened edge is) is ground upward. The two
angles meet at the tip and where the angles meet determines
the depth of the blade's belly.

Cobra Hood: A machined flange of steel positioned over
the Spyderco round opening hole on the spine of the blade
which directs/positions your thumb over the hole for quickly
opening the knife blade. See Spyderco C71 Salsa.

sharpened and works particularly well for commercial
fishermen who reach out and pull toward them while cutting
line, webbing and netting.

ComboEdge: Blade that is partially serrated,
partially plainedge.

Indexing: “Locating” mark, also used for controlled rotation
of the open knife, while gripped in the palm, from one
hand-hold to another, e.g., rotating from a forward grip to a
reverse grip.

Compression Lock: Locking system located on the top of
the blade spine which functions by having a liner deposit a
section of metal between the stop pin (anvil pin) and the
blade tang. The section of metal is compressed making an
incredibly strong locking mechanism.

Kick: The unsharpened portion along the underside of the
knife blade where the edge begins. Keeps the blade “kicked
out” so the edge does not hit the back spacer.

David Boye Dent: Custom knifemaker David Boye
removed a small arc or dent of metal from the top locks of
his knives. This removed piece lessened the possibility of
gripping the handle hard enough to depress the lock and
accidentally unlock the blade while using the knife.
Detent: a minute divot or dimple machined into the blade
tang. A ball baring drops into the detent hole when the knife
is in the closed position, holding the knife blade closed
inside the handle.
ELU: Acronym for "end-line user", the consumer who uses
Spyderco knives and sharpeners.
Embellishment: Term used to describe personalized
engraving or additional ornamentation added to a knife after
it is manufactured.
Ergonomics: The applied science of equipment design
intended to maximize productivity by reducing operator
fatigue, saftey and discomfort. Knives which are designed to
be comfortable and less fatiguing to use are labeled
"ergonomic."
Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon Resin (FRN) : A
nylon polymer mixed with glass fiber that is then injected
into a mold for making lightweight knife handles.
G-10: Handle material made of epoxy filled with woven
glass fiber that is impervious to changes in temperature and
can be tinted into many colors.

Kinetic Opener: A horn or protuberance on the top
portion of a knife blade by which the blade may be opened
when leveraged against something solid, i.e. an opponent’s
body. Similar to the opening devices found on straight razors.
Kraton: A rubbery thermoplastic polymer used as a flexible
inlay on knife handles for enhanced grip.
Kydex: A thin thermoplastic commonly used for firearm
holsters and knife sheaths. It is flexible, thin, resistant to
sweat, chemicals, oils and solvents. It is shaped by heat and
retains its' set form.
MBC: An acronym for Martial Blade Craft. MBC is the
practice of combative arts for self-protection, physical
conditioning and control and coordination of the body.
MBC's ultimate goal is to train professionals to “stop the
bad guy from hurting innocents.” Spyderco's founder
believes MBC will find a presence in the Olympics among
Judo and fencing.
Micarta: A composite of linen or paper fabric in an epoxy
resin. It is incredibly lightweight, durable and visually
appealing. It can be bead blasted or polished, changing
its appearance.
Mother of Pearl: The colored opaline inside of a
clamshell. This translucent layer is affixed by Spyderco to
G-10 for use in embellishing knife handles.

Hamaguri Grind: (also called Appleseed Grind or
Moran Grind): is a convex grind.

Phantom Lock: A pressure release locking system used on
the Spyderco MeerKat, model C64. The lock is released by
positioning your thumb on the butt end of the handle over
the Spyderco bug, and two fingers on the back side of the
handle then scissoring the two sides in opposite directions.

Hawkbill Blade: Blade shaped in a sharply curved hook
like the talon of a raptor. The inside edge of the blade is

PlainEdge: A sharpened knife blade with no serrations or
teeth. Sometimes called a smooth blade.

Reverse "S" Blade: Blade shape resembling a backward
S with the tip curving downward. The deep belly (thickest
part of the blade) curves in the same direction as the tip. See
C12 Civilian page 18.
Scale: A knife handle made of scales or slabs of material
that are riveted, screwed or bonded together.
Sermollan: A rubberized plastic used on kitchen knife
handles that offers a secure grip and resistance to bacteria.
Sheepfoot Blade: A blade with a round, blunt tip that
has no fine point. The design inhibits accidental stabbing
while working in emergency situations, around livestock and
inflatable boats.
Sprint Run: A limited, one time only, production of a
knife design/model. Production numbers are less than 1000
pieces.
SpyderEdge: Spyderco's two-step serration pattern of one
large and two small serrations. This pattern actually
increases the cutting edge by 10%.
Spyderco Trademark Round HoleTM: Round hold
located in the knife blade used for one-hand opening and
closing of a knife blade.
Tang: The portion of the blade where it connects to the
handle.
Tek-Lok: Detachable polymer clip mounted onto some of
Spyderco's Kydex sheaths which can be situated to carry the
knife in five different carry positions: vertical, inverted,
cross-draw, small of back or horizontal position.
Titanium: A non-ferrous metal with high tensile strength is
lightweight and resistant to corrosion. Often used for
handle material it can be colored through an electronic
process called 'bluing'.
Trainer: A red-handled non-sharpened knife used for
training and practice purposes.
Volcano Grip: Our trademarked name for the waffle
texture found in our FRN handled lightweight knives. The
continuous pattern of small squares offer better hand grip
while cutting.

Spyderco knives are an investment. Knives are designed
to perform one particular function, that is cutting. With
that in mind Spyderco uses high-carbon steel exclusively.
High-carbon premium steels provide superior edge retention
but can rust if not correctly cared for (rust is rarely the
result of a manufacturing defect). Rust may form when
your knife is used in a salt water environment or exposed
to moisture in general. If surface rust appears, buff the
steel with a metal polishing compound before the steel
becomes pitted. Thoroughly rinse salt water off with
fresh water, dry your knife completely (inside and out)
and apply a light coat of oil or silicone to all steel parts.
To ensure safe operation regularly inspect the interior of
the knife for pocket lint and grime. Clean both the well
of the lock and inside of the handle often using a toothpick,
hot water and a mild soap or detergent. Rinse thoroughly,
dry the knife inside and out and lubricate all steel
components with oil or silicone. A couple drops of lubricant
at the locking and pivot points will ensure smooth action.

is a defect in the manufacture or materials we will gladly repair,
or replace that product with the same model or one of equal
value. If the problem is determined not to be caused by defects
in manufacture or materials we will inform you of the cost for
repair. Upon agreement and payment we will perform the
repair. If we are unable to improve the condition of the knife,
we will return it to you with the recommendation that it be
retired from use. Please direct all inquires regarding warranties
to our mailing address, toll free number, fax, email or URL.
Packages directed to Spyderco should be sent UPS or registered
mail (for tracking purposes should your knife fail to arrive at
our offices). Please include your complete name, UPS deliverable
street address (no P.O. boxes please), daytime phone number
and a description of the concern. Outbound warranty shipments from Spyderco will be returned to the dealer or retail
customer as directed. All costs associated with the shipment of
the product are the responsibility of the customer.

Phone: 800-525-7770 or 303-279-8383
Fax: 303-278-2229 or 303 277-1429
Spyderco Inc.
Attention: Warranty and Repair
20011 Golden Gate Canyon Road
Golden, Colorado 80403
Email: custsvc@spyderco.com

www.spyderco.com
A sharp knife makes cutting easier and safer. The longer
a knife goes without edge maintenance the more difficult
sharpening becomes. You can easily uphold your factory
edge (plain and serrated) at home with Spyderco’s
Tri-Angle Sharpmaker or ProFile set. You can also return
your knife to Spyderco’s corporate headquarters for
complimentary sharpening for as long as you own it. The
charges involved in shipping the knife to us are the
responsibility of the owner. If we determine that your
edge is irreparable or damaged beyond our repair abilities
our Warranty and Repair Department will contact you.

If you have not seen our warranty policy for awhile or would
just like an update…..read on. We make high-performance
quality products. If you have problems with any Spyderco
product, we would like to hear about it. Your input and questions are important to us. Knives are designed as cutting tools.
Use of your knife for any purpose other than cutting is considered
abuse. As with any tool, you may exploit their value prematurely
or they may fail to perform if not used or cared for properly.
Spyderco warrants that all of our products are free from defects
in material and workmanship. Spyderco’s warranty does not
cover damage caused by abuse, misuse, improper handling,
alteration, accident, neglect, disassembly, or improper sharpening.
If a knife fails to function as it was designed we will examine
its condition upon its return to us, identify why it failed and
respond in an appropriate manner. If we determine that there

The following marks are recognized trademarks of Spyderco, Inc.: Advntr, Black
Hawk, Calypso, Calypso Jr., Catcherman, Civilian, Clip-Kit, CLIPIT, CoPilot,
Cricket, Delica, Delica II, Double Stuff, Dragonfly, Dyad, Dyad Jr., Edge-U-Cation,
Endura, Endura II, Evolution Edition, Executive, Galley “V”, Harpy, Hummingbird,
Hunter, Jester, LadyBug, LadyBug II, LBK, Mariner, Merlin, Military Model, Mini
Dyad, Mini Mariner, Mini Probe, Native II, Navigator, Pegasus, PlainEdge, Police
Model, Pre-Diver, Probe, Pro Culinaire, ProFile, Pro-Grip, Pro-Venator, “Q”, Remote
Release, Renegade, Rescue, Rescue Jr., Rookie, SecureLock, SecurLok, Snap-It, Solo,
Speed Sleeves, SpringClip, SpringLock, Spur, Spyderco Trademark Round Hole,
SpyderEdge, Spyderkey, SpydeRench, Standard, Starmate, Tri-Angle Sharpmaker,
Volcano Grip, and Worker. The following slogans are recognized trademarks of
Spyderco, Inc.: “First We Made Things Sharp... Then We Made Sharp Things”, “High
Performance Matter Separators”, “Integrity is Being Good Even if No One is
Watching”, “Quality is the Product of a Good Attitude”, and “Those Who Know Carry
Spyderco”. The following marks, designs and slogans are registered trademarks of
Spyderco, Inc.: G. Sakai, Native, Spyderco, Spyder Bug Design, Round Hole Design,
and “All God’s Critters Have Knives”. Spyderco, Inc. products are covered by one or
more of the following patents: D333081, D333251, D337253, D344006, D349837,
D353988, D379294, D381060, D382189, D382459, D386664, D387966,
D388150, D389389, D389718, D391465, D401129, D402177, D402178,
D402524, D403567, D404990, D406038, D411431, D411790, D418383,
D419336, D421378, D422871, D422875, D425391, DE3041584A1,
DE3834295A1, DE49910779, GB2084058, JAP999819, JAP999820, JAP2661729,
T92628, T64596, T64645, T102268, T105780, 1130567, 4070011, 4231194,
4347665, 4640058, 4776094, 5379492, 5432968, 5580019, 5615484, 5628117,
5689890, 5704129, 5799400, 5884467, 5920935, 5928069, 5983506, and 5964036.
Other U.S. and foreign patents pending.
Cordura, CPM, Crucible, Kevlar, KRATON, Kydex, Linerlock, Micarta, Tek-Lok &
440V are registered trademarks of their respective holders.
Michael Walker is the inventor of the ball bearing detent that is used to keep the blade
in a Linerlock closed. H. McBurnette and Al Mar are credited with the positive front
lock design.
Copyright © 2002. All rights reserved. All product names, art and text
herein are the property of Spyderco, Inc. and may not be reproduced in
part or whole without the sole written permission of Spyderco, Inc.
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